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NEW QUESTION: 1
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that use
the same or similar answer choices. An answer choice may be
correct for more than one question in the series. Each question
is independent of the other questions in this series.
Information and details provided in a question apply only to
that question.
You create a table by running the following Transact-SQL
statement:
You need to develop a query that meets the following
requirements:
* Output data by using a tree-like structure.
* Allow mixed content types.
* Use custom metadata attributes.
Which Transact-SQL statement should you run?

A. Option B
B. Option H
C. Option C
D. Option A
E. Option G
F. Option E
G. Option D
H. Option F
Answer: H
Explanation:
Explanation
In a FOR XML clause, you specify one of these modes: RAW, AUTO,
EXPLICIT, and PATH.
* The EXPLICIT mode allows more control over the shape of the
XML. You can mix attributes and elements at will in deciding
the shape of the XML. It requires a specific format for the
resulting rowset that is generated because of query execution.
This rowset format is then mapped into XML shape. The power of
EXPLICIT mode is to mix attributes and elements at will, create
wrappers and nested complex properties, create space-separated
values (for example, OrderID attribute may have a list of order
ID values), and mixed contents.
* The PATH mode together with the nested FOR XML query
capability provides the flexibility of the EXPLICIT mode in a
simpler manner.
References:
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms178107.aspx

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your customer has implemented a solution that uses Cloud
Spanner and notices some read latency-related performance
issues on one table. This table is accessed only by their users
using a primary key. The table schema is shown below.
You want to resolve the issue. What should you do?
A. Create a secondary index using the following Data Definition
Language (DDL):
B. Change the primary key to not have monotonically increasing
values.
C. Remove the profile_picture field from the table.
D. Add a secondary index on the person_id column.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two methods enable resizing of both a volume and its
mounted Veritas File System at the same time? (Select two.)
A. vxconcat
B. vxvol resize

C. vxresize
D. vxassist
E. VEA
Answer: C,E

NEW QUESTION: 4
Drag and drop each IS-IS router type from the left onto the
equivalent OSPF router type on the right.
Answer:
Explanation:
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